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About This Game

It’s time for Cally’s biggest adventure ever! On a mission to cure her friend Rupert’s Curse, Cally and her team must embark on
a journey across the globe. Along the way, Cally will make new friends, discover a new arch-nemesis, and fight her way through
hordes of enemies on the way to becoming the greatest hero in the world! Do you have what it takes to fight a secret society that

holds the only thing that can save Rupert?

Features:
9 biomes with over 300 levels packed with enemies, collectibles and secrets.

11 weapon classes, with 88 unique weapon forms
Using your weapons will level them up, eventually changing the weapon’s appearance and firing effects. Level each weapon all

the way up to unlock its final, super-powerful form!
11 huge bosses to fight, reason with, and maybe even become friends with.
24 enemy types spanning Regular Game, New Game + and Survival Modes.

New costume choices for Cally!
The return of Cally’s ninja bear sidekick Bera as a playable character.

Expansive Weapon Mod system that allows you to customize your weapon’s effects.
MFi controller is fully supported.

A massive story with new and returning characters.
Cally can now strafe and autofire.

Hubworld area with shops to buy Power-ups, Consumables, and Weapon mods with in-game currency.

Cally’s Caves 4 is a run-and-gun action game, with tons of powerups, weapons, and levels. When your friend needs your help,
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there’s only one thing to do: LEVEL UP EVERYTHING!
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After playing Cally's trial and Cally's cave 3, I have to say... I didn't really enjoyed this one. Most, if not all, the problems I had
with the previous entry are still here, and with complete, new ones. The map design isn't interesting, the weapon upgrades are
nonsensical, the ennemies are damage sponge, and a few other problems.

I tried keeping up with the plot, but you simply get thrown into the game with no explanation, and they explain stuff about
things you can't understand since you just started the game. Maybe what it offers is better later, but I just can't bother right now,
sorry.. I can understand anything, but this is some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

I usually give negative reviews when the game is boring, dull, unnecessarily hard or something else. This one is everything
combined.

It's just broken! It's broken to a point some enemies have attacks that make you get stuck inside them. And since you have
almost no post-hit invincibility, they drain your energy faster than you can even understand what's going on.
No invincibility is a death sentence in this game. Most of the enemies designed in a way that if you get hit, you're doomed to get
hit multiple times. The beginning of the game is really frustrating as you only have 3 HP, and it gets drowned really, really
quickly.

The stage design seems to be blunt and random. Most of the weapons shoot in a straight, but there isn't much enemies that are
aligned enough for you to hit them, so your best bet is getting a sniper rifle and brute-forcing yourself through the stage, as it's
the only weapon in the game that automatically aims for you.

Enemies are some real \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I already mentioned the Ninjas that get stuck inside you, but in NG+ they
really got carried away with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665tting you. Mortires are my faviourite - they spawn
bombs that drop straight down. One of the stages had like 20 of them, so they covered entire screen in one big explosion. It's
always nice to lose because the game decides so.

The visual design is lame, boring, lazy, and cheap. Some elements took effort and it's visible, but the other are just a few colors
mixed in with little to no detail whatsoever.

The story is... why is it there again? It's boring.

Now let's talk about the game. It has NG and NG+ modes - which is understandable. Byt why NG+ is essential to the plot? How
many examples do you need to understand, that making you play the game TWICE is just \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up.
NG in this game is like 30% of the deal. The real\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665starts in NG+, and you don't want it.

Overall a freaking brainless button masher. Just get a sniper rifle and tap X to win.
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